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ABSTRACT:
Speaking style variation plays a role in how listeners remember speech. Compared to conversational sentences,

clearly spoken sentences were better recalled and identified as previously heard by native and non-native listeners.

The present study investigated whether speaking style variation also plays a role in how talkers remember speech

that they produce. Although distinctive forms of production (e.g., singing, speaking loudly) can enhance memory,

the cognitive and articulatory efforts required to plan and produce listener-oriented hyper-articulated clear speech

could detrimentally affect encoding and subsequent retrieval. Native and non-native English talkers’ memories for

sentences that they read aloud in clear and conversational speaking styles were assessed through a sentence recogni-

tion memory task (experiment 1; N¼ 90) and a recall task (experiment 2; N¼ 75). The results showed enhanced rec-

ognition memory and recall for sentences read aloud conversationally rather than clearly for both talker groups. In

line with the “effortfulness” hypothesis, producing clear speech may increase the processing load diverting resources

from memory encoding. Implications for the relationship between speech perception and production are discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Acoustic-phonetic enhancements in the form of

listener-oriented intelligibility-enhancing clear speech can

improve the listeners’ retention of spoken information in

memory. Clear speech enhanced the listeners’ recognition

memory (i.e., recognizing a previously heard item as old)

for semantically meaningful and anomalous sentences heard

in quiet (Van Engen et al., 2012) and mixed with noise

(Gilbert et al., 2014). This benefit was shown to extend to

both native and non-native English listeners of various first-

language backgrounds (Keerstock and Smiljanic, 2018). In

addition to sentence recognition memory, listening to clear

speech improved the recall of words and entire sentences

(Keerstock and Smiljanic, 2019). The clear speech benefit

was also found for older adults with normal-to-moderately

impaired hearing-listening abilities in the recall of medically

relevant spoken information (DiDonato and Surprenant,

2015). The clear speech benefit on memory is in line with

the processing models that invoke increased cognitive load

and listening effort when speech comprehension is challeng-

ing because of signal degradation or listener characteristics

[cf. framework for understanding effortful listening (FUEL),

Pichora-Fuller et al., 2016; effortfulness hypothesis (EH),

McCoy et al., 2005; and the ease of language understanding

(ELU), R€onnberg et al., 2013]. Within these models, the proc-

essing of degraded acoustic speech signals recruits additional

cognitive resources, leaving fewer resources available for

encoding speech in memory. Accordingly, facilitatory effects

of clear speech during speech perception, due to the presence

of optimal, unambiguous speech signals, allow greater cogni-

tive resource allocation for encoding speech in memory.

The present study aims to expand this line of research,

which primarily focused on speech perception, to speech

production by examining the effect of speaking style on

memory for the talkers themselves. To align the production

effects to the perception-only effects from our previous

work (Keerstock and Smiljanic, 2018, 2019), the memory of

the native and non-native English talkers in the present

study was also assessed via a recognition memory task

(experiment 1) and a recall task (experiment 2). The crucial

difference is that in the previous work, listeners heard sen-

tences that were produced by a different talker. In the cur-

rent work, talkers who produced conversational and clear

speech sentences were themselves tested on the memory

tasks. Both memory tasks consisted of two phases: an expo-

sure phase followed by a test phase, which examined how

well the material presented during the exposure phase was

remembered. In a recognition memory task, the test phase

involved presenting the material from the exposure phase
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mixed with new/unfamiliar material and assessing partici-

pants’ familiarity (“is this item familiar/is it ‘old’ or

‘new?’”) with a binary response (yes/no). In a recall task,

the test phase involved asking participants to recall/write

down as much as they can remember, which involved

retrieving lexical items and entire units of connected mean-

ing from memory and provided a quantitative assessment of

the participants’ memory. Combining the results from two

different memory tasks, recognition memory and recall,

helps assess the generalizability and robustness of the results

to different yet ubiquitous memory processes. The goal was

to provide a more comprehensive account of the speaking

style production effect on memory for spoken information.

Although listening to clear speech (perception-only)

has been linked to the subsequent enhancement of memory

for speech, the effect of producing clear speech on subse-

quent memory is unknown. Two alternative conceptual

frameworks (the “production effect” and “effortfulness

models”) predict opposite outcomes for reading aloud in

clear compared to conversational speaking style on talkers’

recognition memory and recall performance. The production

effect (MacLeod et al., 2010), derived from the “generation

effect” (Slamecka and Graf, 1978), refers to the superior

memory retention of material “produced” in some form rela-

tive to material read silently during an encoding phase. The

benefit of producing items on recognition memory was

found for a variety of production types: silent mouthing,

saying nonwords aloud (MacLeod et al., 2010), saying

words loudly or singing words (Quinlan and Taylor, 2013),

and for a wide range of materials, including word pairs, sen-

tences and textbook passages (Ozubko et al., 2012) and dia-

logues (Knutsen and Le Bigot, 2014). The production effect

was observed in diverse modalities, such as writing, typing

or spelling (Forrin et al., 2012), although the benefit was

lower compared to producing the words out loud. The dis-

tinctiveness account (Hunt, 2006, 2013) seems to be the pri-

mary explanation for the memory benefit. As described in

Forrin and MacLeod (2018) and MacLeod et al. (2010),

among others, reading aloud involves two distinctive pro-

cesses, motor/articulatory processes and auditory processes,

which help with discriminating produced from unproduced

items during subsequent memory testing. Quinlan and

Taylor (2013) tested the effects of additional distinctive ele-

ments in vocal productions and found that words produced

loudly and words sung presented a memory advantage rela-

tive to words read aloud normally and words read silently.

The authors proposed that higher intensity in loud speech

and wider F0 modulation in sung productions provided an

additional layer of salient acoustic information, which facili-

tated memory retrieval.

Similar to singing and reading aloud loudly, listener-

oriented clear speech involves increased f0 modulations and

increased intensity relative to the conversational speech.

Clear speech also typically includes numerous other

articulatory/acoustic modifications: decrease in the speaking

rate, more salient release of stop consonants, expansion of

the vowel space, and enhancement of language-specific

vowel and consonant contrasts (Smiljanic, 2021; Smiljanic

and Bradlow, 2009). According to the production effect, the

prediction is that producing clear speech should facilitate

memory retention as it provides a number of additional

salient articulatory and acoustic cues relative to conversa-

tional speech. However, clear speech production is complex

and may be resource demanding. Compared to conversa-

tional speech and even to reading aloud loudly or singing,

producing articulatory-acoustic modifications in clear

speech requires accessing enhanced forms at multiple lin-

guistic levels (phonemic, lexical, prosodic), which may

impact speech planning and implementation. Articulating

clear speech involves gestures of greater magnitude and

peak speed, longer movement durations, greater distances

than casual speech (Perkell et al., 2002; Song, 2017; Tang

et al., 2015), and may involve increased time to inhale to a

higher lung volume to generate greater vocal intensity or

sound pressure level. At the conceptual level, addressing the

listener’s perceptual difficulty in a way that considers the

nature of a specific communication barrier may be resource

demanding. Furthermore, this requires continuous monitor-

ing of the feedback from the listener as to whether the adap-

tations are successful in increasing intelligibility. The

complex and dynamic nature of such adaptations suggest

that clear speech production may be more effortful. To the

extent that models like EF, FUEL, and ELU can be applied

to predict memory performance following speech produc-

tion, the more-effortful-to-produce speaking style (i.e., clear

speech) should lead to reduced memory performance in con-

trast to the production effect.

The present study tested the two competing hypotheses.

According to the production effect (MacLeod et al., 2010),

reading aloud in clear speech will enhance talkers’ recogni-

tion memory (experiment 1) and recall (experiment 2) com-

pared to reading aloud in conversational speaking style.

Based on the effortfulness models (EF, FUEL, and ELU),

we predicted that the additional cognitive and physiological

effort expanded while reading aloud clearly will detrimen-

tally affect encoding, leading to lower recognition memory

(experiment 1) and recall (experiment 2) compared to read-

ing aloud in conversational speaking style.

Adding insights from the effect of speech production on

memory to the existing speech-perception literature presents

theoretical interest. The relationship between speech percep-

tion and production is not well understood. Whereas a coop-

erative relationship is often assumed between the two

modalities (Casserly and Pisoni, 2010; Denes and Pinson,

1963; Goldinger, 1996), mismatches between the two pro-

cesses have also been reported in the literature (Baese-Berk,

2019; Dupoux et al., 1999). Little is known about how cog-

nitive resources are shared by the two modalities with regard

to speaking style modifications and their impact on memory.

In the present study, participants in the exposure phase read

aloud sentences presented on the screen in either clear or

conversational speech. They were asked to commit the sen-

tences to memory and subsequently tested on how well they

remembered the sentences that they produced in either
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speaking style. If the processing resources are shared as the

demands of the production task increase (producing clear vs

conversational speech), processing resources will be

diverted from memory encoding and allocated to the pro-

duction task. This will result in lower recognition memory

and recall for clear sentences compared to that for conversa-

tional sentences. If, on the other hand, memory encoding is

not affected by the complexity of the production task, the

memory outcomes should be the same when talkers produce

conversational and clear speech sentences. This would sug-

gest that the two modalities are dissociated to some extent.

Finally, the present study considered the effect of the

native language background on the retention of different

speaking styles in memory. In particular, we included native

English talkers, those who acquired English from birth, and

non-native talkers, those who acquired English later in life

[second language (L2) learners] with various first-language

backgrounds. Compared to native talkers, non-native talkers

have less experience with the target language at all levels of

linguistic structure, leading to processing difficulties in per-

ception and production (Bradlow et al., 2018; Reichle et al.,
2016). The cognitive demands of L2 speech processing typi-

cally result in a memory disadvantage relative to native lis-

teners (Hygge et al., 2015; Molesworth et al., 2014). It is

expected that the effort involved in L2 speech production,

from lexical retrieval to articulation of L2 forms (Levelt,

1989), should detrimentally affect memory for non-native

talkers. Producing clear speech is expected to further

increase the cognitive demands for L2 speakers. Although

they can typically implement global modifications in clear

speech (increased F0 mean and energy between 1 and

3 kHz), non-native talkers may experience difficulties in

producing language-specific enhancements (e.g., consonant

and vowel phonemic contrasts, prosodic structure; Granlund

et al., 2011; Rogers et al., 2010). This increased difficulty

suggests that additional cognitive and physiological resour-

ces will be recruited, which can detrimentally affect mem-

ory. The current work aims to fill in the gap in our

understanding of how increased production difficulty

impacts memory for non-native talkers.

II. EXPERIMENT 1: SENTENCE RECOGNITION
MEMORY

A. Participants

The participants included 60 native English talkers [37

female; Mage¼ 19.6, standard deviation (SD)age¼ 2] and 30

non-native English talkers (22 female; Mage¼ 23.2, SDage

¼ 4.1), who partook in exchange for class credit or monetary

compensation. The sample size was chosen to replicate

Keerstock and Smiljanic (2018, 2019), and participants

were pooled from the same community of students at the

University of Texas (UT) at Austin. The native English talk-

ers were all born and raised in the U.S., acquired English

from birth, and reported being English dominant. The differ-

ence in sample size between native and non-native talkers

resulted from merging into one group the native English

talkers with exposure to another language from birth along-

side English (n¼ 27) and the native English talkers without

exposure to another language from birth (n¼ 39). As shown

in the results, the effect of second language exposure did not

significantly impact the results, thus, the two groups were

combined. The non-native talkers acquired English after

they had already acquired their first language, on average at

age 7.7 years old (range 5–13 years old) and received no

exposure to English from parents/caregivers while growing

up. Information about the non-native talkers’ language back-

ground is provided in the supplementary material.1 They

signed a written informed consent and filled out a detailed

language background questionnaire adapted from the

LEAP-Q (Marian et al., 2007). All of them passed a hearing

screening, administered bilaterally at 25 dB hearing level

(HL) at 500, 1000, 2000, and 4000 Hz.

B. Material

The material consisted of 120 unique meaningful sen-

tences taken from the Basic English Lexicon (BEL) sen-

tence materials (Calandruccio and Smiljanic, 2012) and was

used in previous work on clear speech memory (Keerstock

and Smiljanic, 2018, 2019; Van Engen et al., 2012; Gilbert

et al., 2014). The sentences contain high-frequency words

that are familiar to non-native English speakers. The corpus

was tested on a large cohort of non-native speakers of

English and found to be appropriate for use in speech-

perception testing with this population (Rimikis et al.,
2013). All sentences used here were composed of four con-

tent words and two function words organized in two syntac-

tic structures: (1) an adjective and noun, followed by a verb

and a single noun (e.g., “The hot sun warmed the ground.”);

or (2) a single noun followed by a verb and an adjective and

a noun (“The mother baked the delicious cookies.”). The

sentences were, on average, 8 syllables long (range, 6–12

syllables; SD¼ 1.35). Of the 120 sentences, 60 were read

aloud by the talkers in the exposure phase, and the remain-

ing 60 sentences were used as a decoy in the recognition

memory test phase during which sentences were read

silently.

C. Procedure

Participants were seated facing a computer monitor in

the sound-attenuated booth at the UT Phonetics Laboratory

at the UT at Austin. The experiment consisted of a familiari-

zation phase followed by a sentence recognition experiment

and, finally, concluded with an additional recording phase.

The goal of the first phase was to familiarize the partici-

pants with the two speaking styles before the experiment.

First, participants were instructed to read the practice sen-

tence, “The dark house scared the baby,” which was cen-

tered on the screen of a PowerPoint (Microsoft, Redmond,

WA) slide once in each speaking style. The following

instructions were written on the screen one at a time to elicit

conversational and clear speaking styles: “Read this sen-

tence in a normal, casual way, as if you were talking to a
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family member or a close friend” and “Read this sentence

clearly and carefully, as if talking to a non-native speaker of

English or a person with hearing loss.” Verbal feedback

only consisted of reiterating word-for-word the instructions,

and no other indication as to how to produce the speaking

styles was provided. Then, participants listened to an audio

recording example of “The dark house scared the baby,”

produced in each speaking style by the speaker who pro-

duced the stimuli in Keerstock and Smiljanic (2018). Each

example was played only once to limit the imitation effects.

Finally, participants were asked to read aloud one more time

the practice sentence in each speaking style. This familiari-

zation phase lasted approximately 5 min.

The recognition memory experiment consisted of the

exposure phase and test phase. All of the instructions and

stimuli were presented in E-Prime 2.0 (Pittsburgh, PA).

The E-Prime button box was used to navigate through the

experiment and record participants’ responses. Participants’

productions were recorded in E-Prime using a Logitech

head-mounted microphone (Fremont, CA). The experimen-

tal session started with four different practice sentences not

used in the main experiment. The goal of the practice sen-

tences was to ensure that the participants were comfortable

using the button box and reading aloud the sentence in two

speaking styles into the microphone as soon as the sentence

appeared on the screen. Each sentence was written in the

center of the screen against a uniform white background in

black Arial size 25 pica font and remained on the screen for

a duration of 6000 ms to give participants sufficient time to

produce the sentence. Participants were not instructed to

self-correct the errors that they produced and if they self-

corrected, they were not encouraged to stop doing so. At the

beginning of the exposure phase of the experiment, an

instruction screen informed the participants that they had to

commit to memory the sentences that they were reading

aloud and there would be a memory test at the end.

Participants produced 6 blocks of 10 randomized unique

sentences for a total of 30 sentences in clear and 30 senten-

ces in conversational speaking style. The speaking style pre-

sentation was counterbalanced such that half of the

participants produced all of the sentences in blocks 1, 3, and

5 in conversational speech, and all of the sentences in blocks

2, 4, and 6 in clear speech, and half of the participants pro-

duced all of the sentences in blocks 1, 3, and 5 in clear

speech and all of the sentences in blocks 2, 4, and 6 in con-

versational speech. This ensured that all of the sentences

were produced in both conversational and clear styles across

speakers. A screen instructing the participant as to which

speaking style to adopt appeared before every block.

Immediately after producing all 60 sentences, the par-

ticipants completed the recognition memory test. In the test

phase, the participants were presented with all of the items

from the exposure phase (60 old sentences) and 60 new

items (sentences they did not produce in the exposure

phase). The written sentences were randomly presented one

at a time in the center of the screen against a uniform white

background in black Arial size 25 pica font. Each sentence

was presented only once. For each sentence, the participants

used the button box to indicate whether the sentence was old

(from the exposure) or new (distractor). The sentence

remained on the screen until a response was recorded. The

participants were instructed to respond as quickly and accu-

rately as possible. The recognition memory experiment

lasted approximately 25 min.

After the recognition memory experiment was com-

pleted, the participants recorded the same 60 sentences that

they had produced during the exposure phase, but this time

in the opposite speaking style (e.g., if they produced senten-

ces 1–10 in the conversational style in the exposure, they

now produced those same sentences in the clear speaking

style). These additional recordings were used in acoustic

analyses to assess whether the talkers had produced two dis-

tinct styles during exposure. These additional recordings

took approximately 10 min to complete.

D. Analyses

1. Acoustic analyses

The acoustic analyses were conducted to verify that the

talkers implemented two distinct (conversational and clear)

speaking styles.1

Furthermore, we examined the speech onset latency as

an indication of the cognitive and/or physiological need

involved in speech planning and implementation of the con-

versational vs clear speaking style. The speech onset latency

was measured on all of the 10 800 audio sentences as the

duration (in ms) from the stimulus onset (i.e., when the tar-

get sentence first appeared on the screen) to the onset of the

speech. The durations were entered in a LMER as the depen-

dent variable, speaking style (conversational[reference]vs

clear), talker group (native[reference] vs non-native), and the

speaking style by talker group interaction were entered in the

model as independent variables. The subject and sentence

were treated as random effects.

2. Recognition memory

The recognition memory data were analyzed within a

signal detection framework (Snodgrass and Corwin, 1988)

and followed previous analyses in Keerstock and Smiljanic

(2018). The hit rates (recognizing an old item as old) and

miss rates (recognizing an old item as new) were computed

for each participant in each speaking style. One correct

rejection rate (recognizing a new item as new) and one false

alarm rate (recognizing a new item as old) per participant

were computed as the new sentences were never produced

in any speaking style because they were only orthographi-

cally presented and silently read during the test. To assess

the discrimination sensitivity and accuracy independently of

the response bias, the detection sensitivity (d0) and response

bias (C) were computed for each participant in each speak-

ing style. d0 scores were calculated for each participant by

subtracting the normalized probability of the overall false

alarm rate from the normalized probability of either the con-

versational or clear hit rate. These probabilities were
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corrected to accommodate the hit and false alarm rates val-

ues of 0 and 1 in the d0 calculation by adding 0.5 to each

data point and dividing by N þ 1, where N is the number of

old or new trials within each speaking style (Snodgrass and

Corwin, 1988). d0 measures the distance between the signal

and the noise in SD units. A d0 score value of 0 indicates an

inability to distinguish signals from noise, whereas d0 score

values above zero indicate a greater detection sensitivity, an

enhanced ability to distinguish signals from noise

(Stanislaw and Todorov, 1999). C scores were calculated as

in Snodgrass and Corwin (1988), wherein positive C values

indicate a bias toward responding “new,” and negative C
values indicate a bias toward responding “old.”

Finally, in the test phase, reaction times (RTs) were

measured as the time between the onset of the on-screen-

stimulus presentation to the time that the participant pressed

a button on the button box to indicate their decision (old/

new). The RTs of the recognition decisions for the sentences

read aloud in conversational vs clear style in the exposure

phase were compared. Only old trials were included in the

analysis because new trials were made of distractor items

that had never been read aloud. Both of the correct

responses (i.e., “hit”; old item correctly recognized as old)

and incorrect responses (i.e., “miss”; old item incorrectly

recognized as new) were included in the analyses, and accu-

racy (1–0) was included as a covariate in the statistical mod-

els. No outliers were detected and, therefore, all of the data

points were submitted for analysis.

The LMERs were conducted on d0 scores with the

RTs (s) as the dependent variables. The speaking style (con-

versational[reference] vs clear), talker group (native[reference] vs

non-native), and speaking style by talker group interaction were

included in the models. The fixed effects were contrast-coded

zero vs one. The subject was treated as a random effect. The

pairwise comparisons were performed with the emmeans pack-

age in R (Lenth et al., 2018). The effect sizes were measured

with Cohen’s d (Cohen, 1988).

E. Results

1. Acoustics

Compared to the conversational sentences, the clear

sentences were produced with a slower articulation rate,

higher pause rate, increased energy in the 1–3 kHz range,

and wider F0 range by both talker groups. The native talkers

also produced a higher F0 mean in the clear compared to the

conversational speech, but this was not significant for non-

native talkers.1 Overall, the results from the acoustic analyses

confirmed that the talkers implemented conversational-to-

clear acoustic-articulatory adaptations along the dimensions

that are typically found in listener-oriented speaking style

adaptations (Smiljanic and Bradlow, 2009).

Figure 1 (left panel) shows the speech onset latency (in

ms) for native and non-native talkers in conversational and

clear speech. Results from the LMER indicated a significant

main effect of the speaking style (b¼ 121.6, t¼ 34.8, p
< 0.001) such that the speech onset latency was significantly

longer for the clear speech than it was for the conversational

speech. The effect of the talker group (b¼ 47, t¼ 1.7,

p¼ 0.09) and the speaking style by talker group interaction

(b¼ 12.1, t¼ 1.6, p¼ 0.1) were not significant. Both native

and non-native talkers required more time to initiate speech

when reading sentences aloud in clear speech compared to

conversational speech.

2. Recognition memory

Table I shows the mean (SD) of d0, C, and the RTs (ms)

for native and non-native listeners for conversational and

clear sentences. Figure 2 (left panel) shows the distributions

of the d0 scores for individual native and non-native talkers

in the two speaking styles. Average C scores for both talker

groups were positive, indicating that the participants were

generally biased to respond “new” more often than “old.”

This bias was stronger for the speech produced in a clear

style for both talker groups. The results from the LMER that

ran on d0 scores as the dependent variable revealed a signifi-

cant main effect of the speaking style (b¼�0.09, t¼�2.6,

p¼ 0.0102, Cohen’s d¼�0.56) such that the d0 scores, the

ability to discriminate old from new sentences, were signifi-

cantly lower in clear speech than in conversational speech.

The effect of the talker group was not significant

(b¼�0.09, t¼�0.773, p¼ 0.4417). The speaking style by

talker group was also not significant (b¼ 0.01, t¼ 0.135,

p¼ 0.893) and, therefore, was removed from the model

before interpreting the main effects. Note that splitting the

talker group into three levels [native English speakers with

no other exposure to another language before age 6 years

old (n¼ 30), native English speakers with exposure to both

English and another language before age 6 years old

(n¼ 27), and non-native English speakers (n¼ 30)] resulted

in similar results and the groups were not significantly dif-

ferent from one another.

The results from the LMER that ran on the RTs for old

trials showed that there was a significant effect of the talker

group (b¼ 0.432003, t¼ 4.122, p< 0.001) such that the non-

native talkers were overall slower at responding than the

native talkers, but there was no effect of the speaking style

(b¼ 0.001337, t¼ 0.052, p¼ 0.958) and no interaction

between the speaking style and talker group (b¼�0.004245,

t¼�0.078, p¼ 0.94). The covariate, accuracy, was signifi-

cant (b¼�0.189378, t¼�6.831, p < 0.001) such that the

incorrect responses (i.e., Miss) were slower than the correct

responses (i.e., hit). Taken together, the RT analyses pointed

out a difference between the native and non-native talkers

but showed that there were no statistically significant differ-

ences in the RTs between the sentences previously read

aloud in conversational vs clear speech.

III. EXPERIMENT 2: SENTENCE RECALL

A. Participants

Forty-three native English talkers (24 female;

Mage¼ 19.3, SDage¼ 1.7) and 32 non-native English talkers

(19 female; Mage¼ 22.5, SDage¼ 3.9) participated in
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experiment 2 in exchange for class credit or monetary com-

pensation. They were different individuals than those is

experiment 1 but were recruited from the same pool of stu-

dents at the UT at Austin and had similar demographic and

linguistic profiles. The native English talkers were born and

raised in the U.S., acquired English from birth, and reported

being English dominant. As in experiment 1, the native

talker group was comprised of talkers with exposure to

another language from birth alongside with English (n ¼ 20)

and talkers without exposure to another language from birth

(n ¼ 23), but this factor was not significant (cf. Sec. III E).

The non-native talkers acquired English, on average, at age

7.9 years old (range 5–16 years old) and received no expo-

sure to English from parents/caregivers while growing up.

Information about the non-native talkers’ language back-

ground is provided in the supplementary material.1 They

signed a written informed consent and filled out a detailed

language background questionnaire adapted from the

LEAP-Q (Marian et al., 2007). All of them passed a hearing

screening, administered bilaterally at 25 dB HL at 500,

1000, 2000, and 4000 Hz.

B. Material

The stimuli consisted of 72 unique sentences from the

same BEL corpus that was used in experiment 1. The sen-

tences used in experiment 2 included only one syntactic

structure, consisting of a single noun phrase (determiner

þ noun) at the beginning of the sentence followed by a

verb, an adjective, and a noun. The sentences were, on aver-

age, 8 syllables long (range, 6–11 syllables; SD¼ 1.42). The

sentence-initial noun phrase was provided as a cue in the

recall booklet (e.g., The grandfather), and the participants

had to fill in the rest of the sentence (e.g., drank the dark

coffee). This resulted in a considerable overlap between

experiments 1 and 2: out of the 72 sentences used in experi-

ment 2, 55 were also used in experiment 1, whereas the

remaining 17 sentences were supplemented from the BEL

corpus such that they would fit the syntactic requirement

needed for the recall task.

C. Procedure

The participants were seated in a sound-attenuated

booth facing a computer monitor. The instructions and stim-

uli were presented with E-Prime 2.0. As in experiment 1,

experiment 2 consisted of a familiarization phase, followed

by a recall task, and concluded with an additional recording

phase. The familiarization phase was identical to the one

described in experiment 1. The recall task was nearly identi-

cal to the one employed and described in Keerstock and

Smiljanic (2019) except that participants were asked to read

aloud instead of listen. The 72 test sentences were pseudo-

randomized and divided into 6 blocks of 12 sentences to

avoid repetitions of written cues or target words within the

blocks. Each sentence was presented in the center of the

screen against a uniform white background in black Arial

size 25 pica font and remained on the screen for a duration

of 6000 ms. The participants were asked to read aloud the

sentence as soon as it appeared on the screen and commit it

to memory. The speaking style presentation was counterbal-

anced across the blocks: half of the participants produced

the sentences in blocks 1, 3, and 5 in conversational speech

and blocks 2, 4, and 6 in clear speech, and half of the partici-

pants produced the sentences in blocks 1, 3, and 5 in clear

speech and blocks 2, 4, and 6 in conversational speech. This

ensured that all of the sentences were produced in both con-

versational and clear styles across the speakers. A screen

instructing the participant which speaking style to produce

appeared before every block. The productions were recorded

in E-Prime using a Logitech head-mounted microphone.

After producing each block of 12 sentences, the partici-

pants were asked to write down what they remembered in

the recall booklet. Each sentence was cued by the first noun

phrase (“The grandfather,” “The mother”) written in the

recall booklet. The participants were asked to recall and

write down the rest of the sentence (e.g., “drank the dark

coffee.” or “baked the delicious cookies.”). The recall cues

written in the booklet were in the same presentation order as

they were during the reading aloud phase; however, the par-

ticipants were not instructed to fill the recall booklet in any

particular order. The recall phase was self-paced. Overall,

the recall experiment lasted approximately 30 min.

Finally, as in experiment 1, the participants were

recorded again producing the same 72 sentences that they

had produced during the memory task, but this time in the

opposite speaking style (e.g., if they produced sentences

1–12 in the conversational style in the exposure, they now

produced those same sentences in the clear speaking style)

to assess whether the talkers had actually produced two dis-

tinct styles during exposure.

D. Analyses

1. Acoustic analyses

As in experiment 1, we also examined the speech onset

latency (for the 10 800 audio sentences as the duration from

the stimulus onset to the onset of the speech) as an indica-

tion of the cognitive and/or physiological need involved in

speech planning and implementation of the conversational

vs clear speaking style.1

2. Recall

Following Keerstock and Smiljanic (2019), each key-

word to be recalled was scored as either correct (1) or incor-

rect (0). Because there were 36 sentences (with 3 keywords

per sentence) in each speaking style, there were 108 key-

words per speaking style to be recalled per subject. We

adopted a strict scoring criterion whereby any morpho-

phonological mismatch (e.g., “flowers” instead of “flower”)

was scored as incorrect. The participants were not penalized

for obvious spelling errors. In the case of uncertainty due to

the handwriting, the sentences were scored by another

research assistant and a consensus was reached. To predict

the recall outcome (0 or 1), we conducted binomial logistic
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regressions with keyword recall as the dichotomous depen-

dent variable using the generalized linear mixed-effects

regressions (GLMER) function of the lme4 package in R
(Bates et al., 2015). The model included the speaking

style (conversational[reference] vs clear) and talker group

(native[reference] vs non-native) as the independent variables

and the speaking style � talker group as an interaction term.

In addition, we included the following covariates: word

position (1, 2, 3; e.g., drank, dark, coffee, respectively) as a

covariate to account for the position of the word in the sen-

tence, sentence position (1–12) as a covariate to account for

the serial position effects within each block of 12 sentences

(i.e., primacy and recency), and block position (1–6) as a

covariate to account for the practice and/or fatigue effects

throughout the experiment. The subject and stimuli were

modeled using a random intercept term.

E. Results

1. Acoustic analysis

The results from the acoustic analyses confirmed that

both talker groups produced the typical acoustic–articula-

tory clear speech adaptations, namely, slower articulation

rate, higher pause rate, increased energy in the 1–3 kHz

range, and a wider F0 range. The F0 mean was not signifi-

cantly different in the clear and conversational speech for

either group.1

Figure 1 (right panel) shows the speech onset latency

(in ms) for native and non-native talkers in conversational

and clear speech. The results from the LMER indicated a sig-

nificant speaking style by talker group interaction (b¼ 37.8,

t¼ 3.9, p< 0.001), a main effect of the speaking style

(b¼ 122.4, t¼ 19.5, p< 0.001) but no effect of the talker

group (b¼�4, t¼�0.13, p¼ 0.9). Overall, both native and

non-native talkers required more time to initiate speech

when reading aloud clearly compared to conversationally.

The simple effect analyses revealed that the speaking style

by talker group interaction was driven by a larger effect of

the speaking style for non-native talkers compared to native

talkers. That is, non-native talkers required even more time

to initiate speech when preparing to read clearly than when

preparing to read clearly conversationally compared to native

talkers.

2. Recall

Figure 2 (right panel) shows native and non-native talk-

ers’ keyword recall accuracy in the two speaking styles and

Table I shows the mean (SD). The results from the logistic

mixed-effect regression model with keyword recall (0–1) as

the dependent variable are summarized in Table II. The

speaking style � talker group interaction was not significant

fodds ratio (OR)¼ 1.11 [95% confidence interval (CI),

0.96–1.28], p¼ 0.17g and, therefore, was removed from the

model before interpreting the main effects. There was a

FIG. 1. The speech onset latency (in ms) in conversational (“conv.”) and clear speech for native (solid) and non-native (dashed) talkers in the recognition

memory experiment (left) and the recall experiment (right). The error bars represent the standard error.

TABLE I. The mean (SD) of d0, C, and RTs in seconds for native and non-native listeners for conversational and clear sentences in the recognition memory

task (experiment 1) and the mean (SD) keyword recall in the recall task (experiment 2).

Native talkers Non-native talkers

Style Conversational Clear Conversational Clear

Recognition memory (experiment 1) d0 1.47 (0.56) 1.37 (0.63) 1.37 (0.48) 1.29 (0.44)

C 0.28 (0.32) 0.33 (0.35) 0.31 (0.32) 0.35 (0.34)

RT 1.684 (0.961) 1.688 (0.925) 2.118 (1.218) 2.126 (1.221)

Recall (experiment 2) % Keyword recall 48.02 (15.05) 45.11 (15.93) 48.61 (18.73) 47.57 (18.42)
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significant main effect of the speaking style (p < 0.01) but

no significant effect of the talker group (p¼ 0.66). All of the

covariates (sentence position, block position, and word posi-

tion) significantly affected the keyword recall. There was a

large recency effect (p < 0.001) such that the 12th (and last)

sentence within a block was recalled significantly better

than sentences earlier in a block (Mkeyword¼ 84% for sen-

tence 12 vs Mkeyword¼ 43% for sentences 1–11). There was

also an increase in the keyword recall accuracy throughout

the experiment, i.e., across all blocks (p < 0.001), consistent

with the practice effects (Mkeyword¼ 39% for the first block

vs Mkeyword¼ 54% for the sixth final block). Finally, a small

increase in the keyword recall accuracy (p < 0.01) was

found as a function of the word position within the sentence

(Mkeyword¼ 46% for the first position vs Mkeyword¼ 47% for

the middle position, Mkeyword¼ 50% for the last position).

IV. DISCUSSION

Native and non-native talkers’ memory for sentences

read out loud in clear and conversational speaking styles

was assessed either in an old/new recognition memory test

(experiment 1) or in a recall task (experiment 2).

Recognition memory and recall were significantly reduced
for sentences produced in clear speech compared to senten-

ces produced in conversational speech for both native and

non-native talkers.

The production effect would have predicted the oppo-

site outcome to the one found here, namely, that clear

speech production should enhance memory because of the

availability of the auditory information and more distinctive

acoustic-articulatory features (MacLeod et al., 2010;

Quinlan and Taylor, 2013). In Quinlan and Taylor (2013),

for example, the production of loud speech or sung words

resulted in superior retention of the material compared to

normal aloud production and silent reading. As argued by

the authors, generating speech with more distinct intensity

and pitch features led to enhanced memory for those items.

Presumably, the process of vocalizing words resulted in

encoding and retention of these additional features. In

explicit memory tests, the participants then retrieved the dis-

tinctive speech information and used it to recognize whether

a word was studied or not. Instead, here, we found that clear

speech production resulted in inferior memory retention

compared to conversational speech.

The acoustic analyses of the talkers’ speech output con-

firmed that the participants had produced distinct speaking

styles consistent with typical clear speech modifications:

slower articulation rate, higher pause rate, increased F0

mean, increased F0 range, and increased energy within the

1–3 kHz range (and likely some others we have not mea-

sured here; cf. Smiljanic and Bradlow, 2009). Although

these analyses were conducted mainly to show that the talk-

ers in the current study produced two distinct speaking

styles as instructed, the results provide a large-scale (165

talkers who each recorded between 120 and 144 sentences

for a total of 21 600 recordings) confirmation of the well-

documented conversational-to-clear acoustic modifications,

FIG. 2. (Color online) The d0 distribution for native (n¼ 60) and non-native talkers (n¼ 30) in recognition memory (experiment 1; left) and correct keyword

recall distribution for native (n¼ 43) and non-native talkers (n¼ 32) in recall (experiment 2; right) for sentences read aloud in conversational (“conv”) and

clear speech. The boxplots extend from the 25th to the 75th percentile with whiskers extending to points within 1.5 times the interquartile range. The central

horizontal lines indicate the medians. The diamonds indicate the means. Individual circles adjacent to the boxplots represent the d0 scores (left) and keyword

recall percentage (right) for individual talkers (one data point per talker and per style).

TABLE II. The summary of the logistic mixed-effect regression model in

recall (experiment 2). Bold: statistically significant p values (p < 0.05).

Dependent variable: Accuracy binomial

Predictors Odds ratios 95% CI p

(Intercept) 0.18 0.09–0.34 <0.001

Sentence position 1.14 1.08–1.21 <0.001

Block 1.18 1.05–1.32 0.006

Word position 1.11 1.07–1.16 <0.001

Speaking style (clear) 0.90 0.84–0.97 0.004

Talker group (non-native) 1.09 0.74–1.59 0.658
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which had previously been demonstrated for fewer talkers

(Lam et al., 2012; Mefferd and Dietrich, 2020; Smiljanic

and Gilbert, 2017). Furthermore, there is evidence that the

production of clear speech includes distinct acoustic features

that benefit memory during speech perception. Van Engen

et al. (2012) and Keerstock and Smiljanic (2018) showed

that the enhanced recognition memory for clear speech was

largely due to a lower rate of false alarm responses. The

lower false alarm rate suggests that a greater number of

clear speech distinctive features are available to listeners in

memory compared to conversational speech, allowing them

to reject the new items that did not match those features

(also, see similar reasoning for face recognition in Lamont

et al., 2005). In the present study, talkers, despite producing

a number of distinct cues, were not able to encode them or

use them to retrieve the spoken information.

We considered the ways in which our study differed

from the production effect studies, which may have led to

diverging results. In the present study, the talkers were

instructed to imagine an interlocutor with a perceptual prob-

lem, specifically, a non-native interlocutor or a listener with

a hearing problem. This task seems far more complex than

the elicitation of loud items, for instance (Quinlan and

Taylor, 2013). Extensive work demonstrated that the talkers

apply different acoustic-articulatory “tweaks” in response to

different communicative challenges (Cooke and Lu, 2010;

Hazan and Baker, 2011; Smiljanic and Gilbert, 2017). The

clear speech modifications are, thus, influenced by the non-

linguistic context in an adaptive manner, requiring the talk-

ers to modify their production online in response to their

audience and listening conditions (Buz et al., 2016; Lee and

Baese-Berk, 2020). Although our talkers produced read

speech in a laboratory setting, the task still required complex

considerations and modifications along all levels of the lin-

guistic structure (Smiljanic and Bradlow, 2009; Smiljanic,

2021). For instance, clear speech production requires

retrieving hyper-articulated forms of phonemes, restructur-

ing prosodic cues, planning acoustic-articulatory move-

ments for more exaggerated targets, and increasing the

articulatory effort. Furthermore, producing a significant unit

of connected meaning (i.e., sentences) involves more com-

plex encoding, planning, and implementation compared to

producing single words. Whereas the production effect,

originally shown with single words, has been replicated with

sentences and paragraphs (Ozubko et al., 2012), the effect

of sustaining a distinct, listener-oriented speaking style may

still be more complex, although a closer comparison of the

two tasks warrants further examination.

The reduced memory, despite the presence of distinc-

tive acoustic-phonetic features in clear speech production,

contrasts notably with findings from the clear speech per-

ception. In previous studies, listening to clear speech was

found to enhance recognition memory (Gilbert et al., 2014;

Keerstock and Smiljanic, 2018; Van Engen et al., 2012) and

recall (DiDonato and Surprenant, 2015; Keerstock and

Smiljanic, 2019) compared to fast and often reduced forms

of conversational speech. This perceptual benefit is in line

with the ELU, FUEL, and EH models, which invoke an

increased cognitive load and listening effort when access to

the speech signal is impeded or the speech signal itself is

degraded (McCoy et al., 2005; Peelle, 2018; Pichora-Fuller

et al., 2016; Rabbitt, 1968; R€onnberg, 2003; R€onnberg

et al., 2013; Van Engen and Peelle, 2014; Winn et al., 2015;

Winn and Teece, 2021; Zekveld et al., 2010, 2011). Easier-

to-understand clear speech, as shown in enhanced intel-

ligibility in some of the previous work, required fewer

processing resources during speech perception, leaving

more resources for encoding the information in memory.

The lack of a memory benefit in clear speech production

seems, in fact, compatible with ELU, FUEL, and EH mod-

els. Implementing and sustaining a listener-oriented speak-

ing style may require additional cognitive resources, which

may shift the resources away from encoding the produced

information in memory. Although we have not tested the

intelligibility of the sentences elicited in the current study,

the talkers implemented the typical conversational-to-clear

acoustic-articulatory modifications, suggesting the perceptual

benefit. The production of the distinct acoustic-articulatory

features in clear speech compared to conversational speech

is likely more resource demanding even in the absence of the

intelligibility benefit. In the production-to-memory loop,

then, fewer resources remain available for encoding the

distinctive information during clear speech production com-

pared to the casual speaking style, which may be relatively

less demanding.

The notion that producing clear speech is effortful

aligns with the H and H theory (Lindblom, 1990; Perkell

et al., 2002), which posits that talkers adjust their spoken

output in a continuous manner, varying from hypo-

articulated speech (i.e., talker-centric economy of effort) to

hyper-articulated speech (listener-oriented maximizing

intelligibility). From an articulatory standpoint, clear speech

involves larger articulator movement and increased peak

velocity compared to conversational speech (Song, 2017;

Tang et al., 2015; Tasko and Greilick, 2010). The current

speech onset latency results, showing that the talkers were

consistently slower to initiate clear speech than conversa-

tional speech, align with the notion that planning and execu-

tion of clear speech requires additional resources, whether

these resources are cognitive in nature (e.g., speech plan-

ning) or physiological (e.g., higher lung volume). The evi-

dence from the speech planning literature shows that

increasing the processing demands through, for example,

speeded production of tongue twisters (Goldrick and

Blumstein, 2006), producing cognates in L2 (Jacobs et al.,
2016), or reading paragraphs with increasing lexical diffi-

culty by older adults (Gollan and Goldrick, 2019) results in

increased reading times and errors in articulatory execution.

To the extent that producing clear speech is resource

demanding, it is likely that upstream processes, such as

encoding in memory, would be accordingly disrupted.

Whereas suggestive of the increased effort, our results do

not directly implicate speech planning or physiological

resources that may underlie the clear speech production
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effect on memory. This remains an important avenue for

future work.

The current results suggest that the production and per-

ception modalities may compete for central processing

resources during speaking style modifications. A similar

antagonistic relationship has been found in speech sound

learning studies (Baese-Berk, 2019; Baese-Berk and

Samuel, 2016). Using a distributional learning paradigm to

teach participants novel phoneme categories, Baese-Berk

(2019) showed that individuals who were trained in percep-

tion alone improved in the production of these contrasts.

Individuals who were trained in both perception and produc-

tion, however, did not show substantial learning in percep-

tion. That is, producing novel categories during training

disrupted formation of the new sound categories. Although

previous work tested the link between the modalities with

two separate tasks, in the present study, the participant pro-

duced sentences and simultaneously encoded information in

memory. Reduced memory for clear speech suggests that

additional processing resources were diverted to the sen-

tence production, disrupting memory encoding. More

resources remained available for memory encoding when

talkers produced casual speech. Future work should directly

compare the effect of auditory-only, silent reading, and

reading aloud in conversational and clear speaking styles on

memory encoding to fully understand how the cognitive

resources are allocated in these tasks.

It also remains to be determined where exactly the locus

of the increased effort during clear speech production lies.

We have hinted at various linguistic, nonlinguistic, and

domain general possibilities. Selective attention likely plays

a role in memory encoding for clear speech sentences. In

perception, the listeners’ attention may be drawn to the

exaggerated clear speech acoustic-phonetic cues, which then

facilitates encoding of these features in memory. In reading

sentences out loud clearly, attention may be diverted to pro-

ducing the needed acoustic-articulatory enhancements and

away from encoding the information in memory. It is also

possible that diminished memory arises from mind-

wandering, which is common during reading and detrimen-

tal to comprehension (Franklin et al., 2014; Mooneyham

and Schooler, 2013). The reading aloud task in the present

study could have led to greater mind-wandering and lower

memory compared to when the participants were only hear-

ing sentences in the perception-only study. Note also that

we found sizeable individual variability in d0 scores

(0.56–0.63 in experiment 1) and percent keyword accuracy

(15%–18% in experiment 2). This is in keeping with previ-

ous perception-only studies (Keerstock and Smiljanic, 2018,

2019) and can be attributed, in part, to the differences in

working memory capacities across participants.2 A pressing

goal is to delineate how the production and perception of

conversational and clear speaking styles compete for various

cognitive resources such as selective attention and working

memory.

Finally, the lack of a significant effect of the talker

group on recognition memory and keyword recall accuracy

and the lack of interactions between the speaking style and

talker group is telling. The effect of reading aloud in clear

speech was detrimental to the talkers’ memory regardless of

whether they acquired English as their first or second lan-

guage. The non-native talkers who participated in the pre-

sent study were highly proficient and used English in their

daily lives, which could account for the lack of differences

between the talker groups. However, the cost of performing

the task in L2 did manifest itself in the overall slower RTs

in responding to old/new items in experiment 1. In earlier

perception studies (Keerstock and Smiljanic, 2018, 2019),

the non-native listeners were shown to benefit as much as

the native listeners from clear speech. This was true for the

within-modal sentence recognition and word recall tasks.

The L2 processing cost was found only when other

responses were examined more closely. For instance, the

non-native listeners had longer RTs in the within-modal rec-

ognition task and overall lower accuracy in the cross-modal

recognition task. Thus, the differences between the native

and non-native participants across the production and per-

ception tasks emerge only in more challenging conditions

and with more sensitive measures (e.g., RTs; cf. Van

Wijngaarden, 2001; van Wijngaarden et al., 2002). Further

work should delineate how the clear speech memory benefit

is modulated by variation in L2 proficiency and, in particu-

lar, for L2 learners who are in the early stages of L2 acquisi-

tion. Unlike the present study, which examined non-native

speakers with heterogenous L1s, future studies could focus

on specific L1-L2 pairs and, for instance, examine the effect

of the speaking style on the memory for difficult-to-acquire

phonemes given the speakers’ L1. It is important to keep in

mind that a correlation between intelligibility, listening

effort, and memory does not provide the full picture of the

processing cost be it in L1 or L2. A closer look at the errors

(e.g., types of errors, position within a sentence, sources of

ambiguity) could shed light on the mechanism underlying

cognitive effort in clear speech production, perception, and

memory.

This discussion examined some possible mechanisms

underlying the differences between clear speech production and

perception effects on memory. Rather than providing answers,

it outlined much needed venues for future work with the goal of

a more comprehensive understanding of the intelligibility varia-

tion and its impact on memory. One such direction is to conduct

similar experiments in more naturalistic settings and with more

interactive tasks to verify the different effects of clear speech

production and perception on memory outcomes. Much needed

examination should include objective and subjective measures

of the physiological, articulatory, and cognitive efforts involved

in producing and perceiving clear and conversational speech, as

well as a close look at speech planning processes in different

speaking styles.
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